The line shape theory of nuclear magnetic resonance is presented based on the linear response approximation, in which the retarded Green's function of magnetization vectors plays a central role. To estimate this the corresponding temperature Green's function, which is ordered with respect to the imaginary time, is first investigated with the diagram method, then the desired retarded one is obtained by analytical continuation.
The relaxation phenomenon or the line shape problem is extremely important m the magnetic resonance spectroscopy. This problem was first investigated classically by Bloch/l then a beautiful analysis of experimental phenomena was made. 2 l The quantum theoretical treatments were also successfully tried: These are, for example, the theory of dipolar broadening by Van Vleck 3 l using the moment method, and perturbation treatments by Bloch et al., 4 l' 5 l and by Kubo and Tomita. 6 l The last one is the correlation function formalism. As far as we understand, they estimate the time correlation function of the magnetization vector perturbationally up to second order, then conjecture the higher order ones. This treatment seems not fully satisfactory, but is essentially equal to that o£ the recent many-body theory.
Further investigations, attempting more accurate treatments have been made. Lado et al. 7 l obtained a formally accurate expression for the above-mentioned correlation function in terms of a continued fraction. The Green's function approaches have been done by Tomita et al. 8 l and by Mans;field. 9 l These are similar to each other in the respect that they investigate the retarded Green's function by means of the equation-of-motion method. The difference between these lies in the decoupling procedure. The former approximates the higher-order Green's function with a Gaussian function and the latter with the step function.
Our treatment is based on the linear response theory with the assumption that the external interaction causing transition is weak; however, dipolar interac-tions between magnetic nuclei, which are responsible for the line shape, are taken into account in selected forms or diagrams to an infinite order. § 2. General theory When a system interacts with the external field, change of an:y physical quantity of this system rJ<B), is expressed, under the assumption that the interaction flex is weak, as
where the suffix H represents the Heisenberg picture. In the above Pa is the grand cononical statistical operator defined by
in which K is the grand canonical Hamiltonian of the system and IS written as (3) with the usual Hamiltonian H, the particle number operator N and the chemical potential p, and Q is the thermodynamic potential relating the grand canonical partition function Za, as
The grand canonical Hamiltonian K is divided into two parts:
where K0 consists of three parts; the term describing spatial behavior of the particle HN, the Zeeman term Hz and -pN, while K1 is the dipolar interaction.
These are explicitly written as
where ru is the distance between nuclear spins i, and i 1 
The z axis being taken along the external static field, the rotating field causing transition lies in the xy plane and has components (HR cos (J)t, -HR sin (J)t, 0), then flex (t) is in common notation written as (11) where r is the gyromagnetic ratio.
In order to get second-quantized expressions for these interactions we assume that single-particle states for which K0 is diagonal is given by
By defining the creation and annihilation operators aim and a~cm, it follows that (13) (14)
where
To get (14), rp~c(r) is assumed to be plane wave:
then (p-"(q) IS the Fourier component of ¢£/. More precisely it IS given by
where j 2 (qr) is the second-order spherical Bessel function and the Debye cutoff D, from which q-dependence of ¢"(q) arises, is introduced to avoid divergence of the integral. However, the value of integral is almost constant (nearly equal to 1/3) for small qD, which is actually our case. The summation indicated by {m} 1s carried out with respect to a set of mi satisfying (18) otherwise Ia(m1m2; msm4) vanishes.
The assumption shown in (16) might be adequate for almost freely moving particles or spatially homogeneous systems. Now we assume that particles obey the Fermi statistics, (19) Our assumption is also open to another choice, the Bose statistics; however neither of them give any difference in the high temperature approximation.
In discussing the line shape of magnetic resonance, the transverse component of the magnetization vector should be considered. Hence putting 1+ for B in (1),
BH(t) =L: (miJ+Im-1)atm( t)ak,m-1(t), (20) km
and retaining the first term of (15) (the reason will be mentioned in a later section), we obtain
where the last line defines the magnetic susceptibility x(w), and D!,,.
is the retarded Green's function defined by
The retarded Green's function being inadequate for the diagram analysis, the corresponding temperature Green's function, which is ordered in imaginary times, will be introduced as
where Tr is the operator for time ordering with respect to imaginary time r.
The Fourier components of DR(t) and fD(r) are related to with each other m the Lehmann representation as where g (r) IS the single particle Green's function defined by
according to r>O or r<O. As to the approximation shown in (27), a discussion will be given in the last section. The Fourier component of (27) is written as (29) where it should be noticed that Wn, the Fermion frequency, is an odd integer (in unit of n/{3h), while v1 which is the difference of two Fermion frequencies is an even integer.
Our calculation procedure is as follows: We evaluate fD (v1) using the diagram method. The selected diagrams give an approximate fD (v1), from which DR(w) is obtained through analytical continuation. § 3. Non-interacting system with 1/2 spin Now we consider the non-interacting system with I= 1/2. The result would be trivial, but instructive for the later investigation. The Green's function for this system is (30) where g~" (r) IS the free single particle Green's function and its Fourier component is Then the magnetic susceptibility x (w) is given by frequency independent, and retain only a second order diagram (shown in Fig. 1 ) which is called the ring diagram and is most divergent in the case of the electron gas problem. However it is not performed in this work to sum up all of similar diagrams of higher orders, due to the fact that interactions shown in (8) and (9) have spin-dependent complicate characters. As is easily checked through direct calculation, the off-diagonal elements of the self-energy parts in ring diagram. spin indices give negligible contributions to the result (an order of J Za*pj 2 / W 0, where 0)0 is much larger than J:* in our case); thus only the diagonal terms are kept.
Combining (29), (31) and (37), we get from (21)
Since the exact frequency sum is impossible due to the Wn-dependence of };*, we are obliged to adopt the approximate procedure: that is, considering the J:* may 
In deriving the above, the identity (for Boson) of (33) and approximations, for example,
are used. From (39) the susceptibility X (w) is obtained, the imaginary part or which,
x" (w), suffices to the line shape problem. Considering that the imaginary parts (46) using (18). Thus we obtain
Since our system has a response with wave length much longer than the scale of system, we would be allowed to put k~O and q~O in the above, so that in the argument of () function (47a) Now the spatial part integration with respect to p can be carried out in (47) with great care because the integration limit is from 0 to oo, followed by the elementary integration of angular part. As to integration with respect to q, only the angular part is made. Thus we obtain
Similarly it follows that
= 1~~ m;::;-e 13 " ~ ~1Aal 2 lla(mtm2; ms-) j 2 s dq qe-!3m<ro-ro,+aro,J'J 2 q'.
The values of Ia (m1m 2; m 3 a) in these expressions are tabulated in Table. I. However, as we have made so many assumptions and so many approximations to arrive here, we would rather stop calculation at this stage and be satisfied with the general aspects given by ( 49). We conclude as follows:
(1) The main line close to the resonance frequency (1)0 (terms giving shift may be expected to be small) is Lorentzian at the vicinity of (1)0, and is Gaussian at the wings.
(2) We have satellite lines at w:::::::O and w:::::::2w0, whose intensities are proportional to 1/W0 2 and 1/(2w0) 2 compared to that of the main line, respectively.
(3) The ratio of line width of the secular part to the whole is determined simply to be (50) which, to our regret, deviates from the so-called 3/10~rule. § 5. Discussion So far we have presented a new type of theory of line shape in magnetic resonance. Though calculation procedure looks a little tedious we believe that the physical structure is fairly transparent. Our fundamental idea lies in quantization of Hamiltonians, given in (13) ~ (15). The technique to rewrite the angular momentum operators in terms of the particle creation and annihilation operators is a simple matter 10 l from mathematical viewpoints. However we would suggest the physical contents involved in this technique beyond mathematics. Instead of thinking about the spin system only, we treat particles bearing spins and finally pick out the spin part which is really desired. The result is necessarily related to the particle properties, i.e., mass, momentum and the Debye cutoff parameter (which corresponds to the impact parameter in the collision theory). The Gaussian part of the line shape, as seen in the course of calculation, originates from n/. In our Green's function theory every step is manipulated by physically meaningful terms, so that it is naturally expected that the line shape should be interpreted in terrns of such as the particle number and energy spectrum in this case. We might say that the usual theories, even Kubo and Tomita's could not present explanations for this point in fully saticfactory ways.
Whether particles are Fermion or Boson (see assumption (19)) seems significantly important in the extremely low temperature case. It is known that the structure of magnetic spectrum is restricted, at the very low temperature, by the particle statistics. 11 l + + •.
• As shown at the end of the last section, we have reproduced almost all of the current results. Our failure in obtaining the 3/10-rule is really unexpected. The reason is not clear, but a little discussion will be given in connection with diagrams omitted in the present treatment. Summation of these diagrams is not carried out in the pres.ent work.
We have pointed out that Eq. (27) is an approximation for the real fD, which will be better described by involving the ladder diagrams. However it is seen that the second order ladder diagram, which is given by putting p = k in Fig. 1 , makes no effect to the line shape. From this viewpoint we may be allowed to disregard the ladder diagrams of any order.
It is abandoned to collect ring diagrams (shown in Fig. 2 ) in this work due to the complex character of interactions. Observing the third order diagram in Fig. 2 , we have a relation for a, b and c which specify the type of interaction, a+b+c=O
Such relations probably make our procedure of adopting only the second order diagram dangerous and also make the diagram collection quite difficult. The present theory, due to its general scheme, will be easily applied to other fields of spectroscopy only with a slight modification, for·· instance, with replacement of the coupling constant in the interaction Hamiltonian.
